MAKING WAVES: THE NEXT WAVE

THE US: PREPARING FOR TRADING
The final rule for the Clean Power Plan opens the door for market-based trading in the US.
Tom Lawler and Cameron Prell take a closer look

In late 2015, the US took what could
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can be true. Optimism abounds that
states will choose a path to achieve newly
mandated CO2 reductions from the power
sector by using some form of emissions
trading.
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reductions between 2022 and 2030. The
Clean Power Plan strongly encourages
emissions trading throughout the rules
as a cost-effective compliance option
available to states, providing several market
infrastructure and design parameters to
be considered – including collaborating or
linking with other states to develop regional
platforms.
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“state measures” compliance plans that
will include partial or “opt-in” use of
emissions trading.

The EPA gives states flexibility to design

From an efficiency and lowest cost
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of emissions abatement perspective,
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HOPES ARE HIGH THAT
THE CLEAN POWER
PLAN WILL LEAD TO
THE CREATION OF
CARBON MARKETS FOR
THE US POWER SECTOR

The EPA’s strategy is consistent with how
US energy markets operate. There are
48 different energy markets among the
contiguous states, some deregulated and
some monopolistic, but public utilities
that own the regulated power plants often
operate in more than one state. The utilities
themselves therefore have vested interests
in ensuring that states employ common
compliance approaches. This highlights
one of the most difficult issues state
governments will need to resolve. Each
state will be affected by how the adjacent
and surrounding states choose to comply
with the CPP, and each state will have little
or no actual legal authority to affect other

FROM AN EFFICIENCY AND COST PERSPECTIVE,
PRELIMINARY EVIDENCE FAVOURS TRADING
allowance awards based on a more upfront
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will lead to the creation of carbon markets

have greater transparency of the liquidity of

for the US power sector, yet there are a

the regional market over time.

number of contingencies and obstacles that

Should states choose a trading programme,
it will still have to consider a host of carbon
market design related issues, including:
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A regional mass-based programme in this
regard may be easier to manage for most
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and several large industry groups have
– challenges which will likely end up before
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notably, more than half of the US states

Statewide emissions budgets during

subsequent market trading, are

regional platforms, both because mass-

will be encountered along the way. Most

How the overall trading programme

Whether a regional or national carbon
market develops will depend on how many
states choose the same door.
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